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Overview

This presentation is…

Modeling tips + best practices 
rather than overall modeling workflow strategies

Technical background for existing modelers 
rather than modeling for beginners

Parametric solid modeling-focused 
rather than a comprehensive guide to all modeling environments
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What’s the difference between clicking to snap and using ‘To Object’?

Extrude

Just setting a Distance value

50.00mm
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What’s the difference between clicking to snap and using ‘To Object’?

Extrude

Snapping just sets a value;
To Object builds a parametric relationship.

Always use To Object where this is the design intent.
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Chain Faces Extend FacesChain Faces Chain Faces

No faces to 
chain with
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Extrude
Why does extruding ‘To Object’ sometimes fail?

Chain Faces Extend FacesChain Faces Chain Faces

Complex face 
difficult to extend



Why does extruding ‘To Object’ sometimes fail?

Extrude

Chain Faces controls whether the target face is chained or extended.

If extruding to a face fails, toggle this option.
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How to I set the direction/twist of an extrusion?

Extrude

For shape controls not possible in Extrude, use Sweep. 

This uses the same underlying algorithms as Extrude, but provides 
additional controls.
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Sweep
Can I sweep between multiple profiles?

Profile 1
Profile 2

Path



Sweep
Can I sweep between multiple profiles?

Profile 1

Centerline

Profile 2

Loft with Centerline



Sweep
Can I sweep between multiple profiles?

Sweeps only allow a single profile. 
Multi-profile shapes are considered to be Lofts.

A Loft centerline controls the shape in the same way as a Sweep path, 
so use a Centerline Loft for this workflow.
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Sweep
How do I control the end direction of a sweep?

Sweeps always end perpendicular to the end of the path.

Adjust the path shape near the end to control the end direction;
or to extend the end face to another surface, use Replace Face.
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How do I control the twist of a sweep?

Twist Angle 60.0 deg

60°



Sweep
How do I control the twist of a sweep?

Twist angle = angle between start and finish



Sweep
How do I control the twist of a sweep?

Twist occurs around path location

Path
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Sweep
How do I control the twist of a sweep?

Type Path + Guide Rail

Profile

Guide Rail
Path
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How do I control the twist of a sweep?

Profile Scaling Scale Profile Scaling Stretch Profile Scaling None
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Project
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Sweep
How do I control the twist of a sweep?

Twist Angle can be used to apply a fixed amount of twist.

Use a Guide Rail for precise control over the sweep orientation.
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Loft
How do I control profile chaining behavior?

Start new profile
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How do I control profile chaining behavior?

Profile 1 Profile 2



Loft
How do I control profile chaining behavior?

By default, Fusion 360 will merge adjacent edges.

Use the “+” button in the table to force the next selection to be a new 
profile.
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Guide Type Centerline



Loft
What’s the difference between using Rails and using a Centerline?

Cross-sections transition
linearly between profiles

Guide Type Rails

Cross-sections 
perpendicular 
to centerline

Guide Type Centerline



Loft
What’s the difference between using Rails and using a Centerline?

Rails constrain the loft shape but don’t guide its orientation.
A centerline will guide the Loft in the same way as a path guides a 

Sweep.

If you only have one guide curve, supply it as a Centerline for optimal 
results.
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Loft

Drag point to adjust 
point mapping

How do I control the twist of a loft?
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Loft

Double-click point, then drag, 
to twist the whole section

How do I control the twist of a loft?



Loft
How do I control the twist of a loft?

Drag the profile manipulators to adjust the twist of a single edge.

Double click a manipulator then drag to adjust all the points from that 
profile, controlling the global twist.
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Pattern/Mirror
Should I pattern Faces or Features?

Faces
More flexible selection
Can be used if features are not available 

Features
More robust to shape changes
Can better capture design intent



Pattern/Mirror
Should I pattern Faces or Features?

Use Features if possible.

Use Faces if your selection cannot be selected as features.
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Detach faces and 
pattern instances
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Pattern/Mirror
What should I do if patterning faces fails?

Re-intersect to
form solid body
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What should I do if patterning faces fails?

Detach face and 
pattern instances



Pattern/Mirror
What should I do if patterning faces fails?

Extend open edges 
of patterned faces
Extend open edges 
of patterned faces



Extend open edges 
of patterned faces
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Pattern/Mirror
What should I do if patterning faces fails?

The most common difficulty for Pattern is extending + re-intersecting 
faces.

Adjust your face selection to make sure that patterned instances will 
intersect the main body.
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Not-so-smart
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How do the different Compute types work when patterning Features?

Compute Option Identical

Compute Option Adjust

Compute Option Optimized

Smart

Not-so-smart Fast

Not-so-fast



Pattern/Mirror
How do the different Compute types work when patterning Features?

Always try Optimized first.

If the result is incorrect, try Identical.

Use Adjust only if the other two options give incorrect results.
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Pattern/Mirror
Why does Pattern on Path sometimes give unexpected results?

Object centered
at start of path
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Pattern/Mirror
Why does Pattern on Path sometimes give unexpected results?

Start Point
manipulator
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Pattern/Mirror
How do the different Compute types work when patterning Features?

Pattern on Path factors-in the offset between the selected objects and 
the start of the path.

Center the path on the objects or shift the pattern start location to 
achieve the desired pattern result.
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Press Pull

Model Face

What does Press Pull actually do?



Press Pull

Fillet Face

What does Press Pull actually do?



Press Pull

Sharp Edge

What does Press Pull actually do?



Press Pull
What does Press Pull actually do?

Press Pull will offset faces or add fillets to hard edges.

Practically speaking, it can make last-minute adjustments to designs, 
or make shape changes to imported geometry.
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Press Pull
Which Offset Type should I use?

Offset Type Modify Existing Feature Edit Fillet 
feature

Edit Sketch/
Extrude feature

Offset Type New Offset

Offset Type Automatic

Create Offset
Faces feature

Create Offset
Faces feature

DoOffset Type Modify Existing Feature if possible, 
Offset Type New Offsetotherwise do



Press Pull
Which Offset Type should I use?

Offset Type Modify Existing Feature Edit Fillet 
feature

Edit Sketch/
Extrude feature

Offset Type New Offset

Offset Type Automatic

Create Offset
Faces feature

Create Offset
Faces feature

DoOffset Type Modify Existing Feature if possible, 
Offset Type New Offsetotherwise do

Will not add new features
May recompute/affect a lot of features

Adds a new timeline feature
Fast + robust compute



Press Pull
Which Offset Type should I use?

Use New Offset for more reliable results.

Use Automatic/Modify Existing Features when the intention is to edit 
existing features/sketches.
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Press Pull
How can I avoid slow/unresponsive Press Pulls?

1. Use New Offset.

2. Take caution with tangent-connected faces and T-Splines faces.
Adjust original features if possible.
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Move
Why doesn’t Free Move remember my values?

Values/inputs can be edited later

✔ ✔✔✔❌



Move
Why doesn’t Free Move remember my values?

Free Move movements are 
order-dependent
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Why doesn’t Free Move remember my values?

Distance, then Angle Angle, then Distance



Move
Why doesn’t Free Move remember my values?

Free Move is flexible, at the expense of allowing editable values.

Use Translate/Rotate for editable movements.
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Move
What’s the difference between Move Faces and Press Pull?

Move will translate faces, Press Pull will offset faces.

Use Move to move features without changing their size.
Use Press Pull to change the size of features.
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Move
Why doesn’t my model update when I move an object?

Moving bodies/faces will occur at a certain point in the timeline.

Shift the Move feature in the timeline to change which features are 
affected by the Move.
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Fillet
Can I make my fillets more robust to timeline updates?



Try using       Rule Fillet for more intelligent fillet features

Fillet
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Fillet
Can I make my fillets more robust to timeline updates?

Rule Fillet will fillet all sharp edges on a face or feature, 
which will be more robust to subsequent changes in the timeline.
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Large

Small
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Acute

Shallow
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Fillet
Why does a constant radius fillet appear to vary in size?

Type Chord LengthType Constant Radius



Fillet
Why do constant radius fillets sometimes vary in size?

Constant radius fillets will be wide on edges with sharp angles, 
and narrow on edges with shallow angles.

Use Chord Length fillet for even-width fillet faces.
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Fillet
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Delete
❌❌❌ ❌

What is the difference between Delete and Remove?
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Delete
❌❌❌ ❌

Remove

What is the difference between Delete and Remove?



Remove

Delete

Delete
❌❌❌ ❌‘Hard’ delete: keeps timeline clean

May cause timeline update issues

‘Soft’ delete: object still exists in timeline
Fast + Robust

What is the difference between Delete and Remove?



Delete
What is the difference between Delete and Remove?

Delete removes all history of the object; Remove adds a remove 
feature in the timeline.

Use Remove to avoid adverse impact to the rest of the model.
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Delete

Faces to delete

Why does deleting faces sometimes fail or behave unexpectedly?



Delete

Result in MODEL workspace Result in PATCH workspace 

Why does deleting faces sometimes fail or behave unexpectedly?
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Delete
Why does deleting faces sometimes fail or behave unexpectedly?

MODEL workspace



Delete
Why does deleting faces sometimes fail or behave unexpectedly?

Deleting faces in the Model workspace will remove the faces and heal 
the model.

Ensure adjacent faces can extend + re-intersect when deleting in the 
Model workspace.
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Office Hours – Tuesday 5:30~6:30pm

Answer Bar – Wednesday 11:30am~2:00pm

jake.fowler@autodesk.com

Come talk!
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